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wards, the following documents will be in
Professor Murdocr.—Wc understand
SELECTED SUMMARY.
IMPORTANT TO FISHERMEN.
< dispensable :
that the Supreme Court of this State have de
PUBLISHED Br
1UTI0N. - 'I
1st. Original agreements made previous
Circular to Collectors, Naval Officers and
4 letter from the banks of the Elba, states livered their decision in the case of the Rev,
to
JAMES K. REMICH,
Surveyors.
1 the fishing voyage or voyages of the ship that the project for uniting the Baltic with James Murdock, brought before them by ap
or
vessel
between
the
master
or
skipper,
Treasury Department,
?
'
the Elba, is about at last to be carried into 1 peal from the sentence of the Visitors of the
’■“y»entorcisi
OPPOSITE THE meeting-house;
thereof, and every fisherman employed ( effect. The only obstacle is an eminence of rheological 'Institution at Andover. The
Comptroller’s Office, Feb. 9, 1829.5
community J®
therein, not an apprentice or servant of the I eighty-four feet, to obviate which it is pro Court decided that three of the charges ex
It has been represented to this Department, master, skipper, or owner; which agree-1
LAWS OF MAINE
that the act approved the 24th May, 1828, marts must be endorsed or countersigned by ; posed to make a subterranean canal 1,009 feet hibited against the Rev. Professor were insuf
'^’d>byah6st|l
The whole expense will be ficient grounds for the Visitors to proceed up
entitled, “ An act to authorize the licensing the owner of the vessel or his agent, and in length.
< d by envy. an(| se]pJon, but that the fourth charge, ilegligence,
’’ Spurjous compoi^AN' ACT repealing certain parts of thesev- of vessels to be employed in the mackerel must express whether the same is to contin 700,000 crowns.
was sufficient ground tor his removal, and
ibstitute fortheM eral acts now in force , to organize, govern fishery,” has been considered, in some of the ue for one voyage or for the season, and also
A letter from Gen. Lafayette of the 29th
districts, as authorizing the allowance of the stipulate that the fish, or the proceeds of Dec. from La Grange, tells us—and as he that the Visitors were judges in the last re
nding to bfitwJC| and discipline the Militia.
sort as to the proof of that charge.
Lrepute,
cveih'! Sect. I._Be it enacted, by the Senate and bounty in the case of vessels employed such fishing voyage or voyages which may belongs to the nation, we may repeat—that
Salem Gazette.
tistancesaresoimJj\House of Refiresentatives, in Legislature as-; in that fishery, under licenses for cod fishe appertain to the fishermen, shall be divided Mde. Eerier, (the eldest daughter of Mr.
An elegant little machine is said to have
many that all^S
rUhat so-much of the several acts] ries ; whilst, in other districts, vessels licen among them in proportion to the quantities George Lafayette.) has just made him a great
course ai d unimw now
force to organize, govern and disci- sed for the mackerel fishery, have, under or number of said fish which each fisherman grandfather. The same letter says, “ I ex been invented, by Mr. Isaac Marston, by
a train oUimitatopJ phne the militia, as requires the exhibition such licenses, been restricted to such fishe shall have respectively caught.
pect to be in town in a few days and enjoy the which ladies’ hair may be put up, not only
'stars. 'I hereforeh
cartridges of powder and balls, or of pow- ry, and have not' been allowed the bounty,
2d. A certificate subscribed by the owner agreeable American society which has con without the necessity of employing public
by
which
is
understood
the
bounty
on
the
or agent of such ship or vessel, therein men vened there from the several parts of the documents and debates in Congress for that
•Vhitwell’s Onodell?^er an^ ^alls notin cartridges, by non-cotn- tonnage of the vessels.
tioning the particular days on which such Union. It will be something like a Wash purpose, but with a superior degree of nicety
retchedly Hnnose|TnA'ss^one^ °fficers an(f privates, at the annual
In
order
to
show
the
incorrectness
of
the
and expedition. It is a small hollow roller
^inspection, be and the same hereby is repealY. American.
vessel sailed and returned on the several ington winter.”
first mentioned construction of the act refer voyages or fares made in the preceding
Accounts from Cadiz, received at Balti -neatly covered with glazed paper and closed
aromatic
red
to,
it
may
be
observed
that,
according
to
more, state that the fe\er has entirely disap at one extremity. Within the roller is in
fishing season.
velebratcd
I
~. Be it further enacted, That so
the ayk of ,181h February, 1793, under Which
serted an elastic spring, to which is attached
peared at Gibralter.
3d. An affidavit or affirmation -4 ■
dizziness, c]inuiess(r‘tnucb oftbe
as Provides compen- all licenses, whether for carrying on the
apiece of ribbon, and the hair being wound
lowness of smiatG« at'°” to Quarter-Masters ot Regiments and coasting trade, whale fishery, cod fishery, er, agent pr his legal represeiitM.ive.~tj> the
Steam Vessel.—The Government 1 round the uAlcr, is confined by fastening the
truth of the original agreements with the of the Netherlands
weakness &c~YBrigades, and also so much of the law as rehas ordered the immedi
eful to the
p!Ruires the personal examination and inspec- and now the mackerel fishery, are to be fishermen, and to the certificate before men ate construction of a larger steam-vessel ribbon with a small hook to the closed ex
tremity of the roller.—N. Y. fiafier.
ifruotsonrGr»«,e ' fTion of military stores, in towns and planta- granted, a license for one of those employ tioned, which shall be produced.
than has hitherto swam the ocean. It is to
ments, becomes vacated, if the vessel be en
cUssa^
be and the same is hereby repealed,
To authorize the payment of any allowance be 250 feet in length, to have three decks,
The African Prince Abduhl Rahaman,
in any other of them : that a vessel to to the owner or agent of any vessel or boat of
lihe sick.
Approved by the Governor, Feb. 18, 1829.] gaged
be entitled to the bounty on the tonnage, more than five, and less than twenty tons four masts, and a bowsprit, and steam engine has obtained contributions from different
power equal to 300 horses, and is to cost places sufficient to ransom himself and family
must not only beTicensed for the cod fishe
the following documents mutt be 800,000 Dutch florins. ; This enormous ves and wa§ soon expected at Norfolk to embark.
LL’SB1TTERS-,v AN ACT regulating evidence in certain 5ries, but must be actually employed therein burden,
produced
:
chses. (at sea, either 3| or 4 months (as the case
aderful cordial mej
1st. An account from the owner of the sel is to draw but sixteen feet water when
A man is travelling about Connecticut,
Hice, sickness of the:
Be it enacted by the Senate and Hotise of imay be) each fishing season ; and must cure vessel or his agent, showing that there have laden, and ten feet unladen. The object of
■soliciting alms ; he states that he is an Ital
mt of appetite,.&c. I Refiresentatives in Legislature assembled, their
1
fish in such manner as that such fish been landed therefrom during the preceding the Government is to facilitate the inter ian, and gives a doleful account of a hurri
ffidsj enrich thebW That persons who have been Stockholders will not be entitled to a drawback or bounty
season, at least twelve quintals of fish when course bet wen Holland and the Dutch East cane, in Calabria, in 1827, 8cc.—He is an im
' exportation
vole system. Not' of any incorporated Bank, in this State, shall on
that is to say, they must dried and cured fit for exportation, and ac Indies, and it is calculated that about forty postor.
them. Price 12]ts after the sale and transfer of- their stock be dried or dry cured.
cording to the weight thereof, at the time of days will be sufficient for the voyage, which
therein, be deemed and considered as compe
Being of opinion, then, that the correct delivery when actually sold for each ton of may be effected with the consumption of
An elderly lady last week, sent to an apoth
about 2,400,000 pounds of mineral coal.
ecary, in Southwark, for a vial of eye-water
OSBORN, Kernro tent witnesses for o’r against the same Bank construction of the act of the 24th May, the admeasurement of such boat or vessel.
in which they have been interested ;-any law 1828, is that it restricts vessels having licen
ie saine.
2d. 'Fhe original adjustment and settle
The New-Brunswick Times contains a let Thinking it different in appearance frqm
to the contrary notwithstanding,
ses for the mackerel fishery, to that particu ment of the fare or fares among the -owners ter from Professor Hodge, of Princetown, that which she had been accustomed to use,
[Approved by the Governor, Feb. 20,1^29.] lar employment, and does not authorize the and fishermen..
who has resided two years in Prussia, giving she applied a drop to her forehead, and found
allowance of bounty on the tonnage, it may
3d-. A written account of the length-, an account of the state of education in that it to be aqua fortis.—Philadelfihia fiafier.
AN xACT regulating the sale of Salt.
be observed that, the act itself is entirely si breadth of each boat or vessel, and the time country. It should seem from his account
Some new spots have recently made their
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of lent upon the subject of the bounty, and she has been actually employed in the fishe that there is scarcely any country in the appearance upon the sun’s disk. They may
Fefiresentatives in Legislature assembled, merely refers to the act of 18th February, ry in the preceding season. "
world in which the benefits of instruction are be seen by the aid of a smoked glass, just be
That in every contract which shall be made 1793, as to the form, in which such licenses
4th. An affidavit or affirmation of th^-ov;n- more generally disseminated among the peo fore sun down, if the day should prove fair.
within this State, after the first day of May were to be issued, and contains a proviso, er or his agent, to the truth of, the several ple.
next, for the sale, transfer and delivery of “ 'That all the provisions of said act, (mean documents before mentioned ; which must
Pigeons in the neighborhood of Piqua,
The following letter wag written by Ben
Salt by the hogshead, such hogshead shall be * ing the act of 18th February, 1793,) respect be made before the Collector of the District. jamin Franklin to the King’s printer in Lon Ohio, about the 1st January were passing to
J 7 1-2
taken and considered to consist of eight ing the licensing of ships or vessels for the
don at the commencement of the American and fro in almost incredible numbers. One
bushels, any custom or usage to the contrary coasting trade and fisheries, shall be deemed
Revolution. A fac-simile of it is inserted in flock darkened the atmosphere, and the
and
taken
to
be
applicable
to
licenses
and
to
SOUTH
’
’
AMERICA
noise of their winge resembled astrong rush
S noted ITCH 01 notwithstanding.
the
October number of the Casket
vessels
licensed
for
carrying
on
the
mackerel
ing wind.—From the time occupied by the
which has stood lit [Approved by the Governor, Feb. 20, 1829.] fishery;” the last mentioned act being also
Philadelphia, July 5, 1775.
of this flock, it was computed
’ ointment, Hie p
Buenos ./lyres.—We have a letter from a
Mr, Strahan : You are a member of passage
1
silent
as
to
the
allo
wance
of
any
bounty
on
the foremost ones had flown thirty miles
reduced from 50 i AN ACT enlarging the powers of Consta the.tonnage of fishing vessels.
friend in Buenos Ayres, dated the 7th of De Parliament, and one of that Majority which that
'
bles in the town of Eastport.
which, although not so late as pre has doomed my Country to Destruction.— by
; the time the rear of the flock had passed ?
In support of these views, it may further cember,
J
Sect. 1. Be it enacted by the Senate and
vious
advices, mentions some facts which You have begun to burn our Towns and mur The weather in that neighborhood had been
be
observed,
that
it
is
not
reasonable
to
sup'
.fiLSO.,,
House of Refiresentatives in Legislature as
not been before published. He gives der our Peoplb—Look upon your Hands!— ’uncommonly mild for several weeks.
that Congress, in authorizing licenses to have
1
)rfs BillM sembled, 'That any constable in the town of pose
the following as the reasons which induced They are stained with the blood of your Re
Samuel Sharp has been convicted at Lan
be
issued
to
vessels
for
the
mackerel
fishe

ise Pills have beeps', Eastport in the county of Washington, be ries, intended to confer upon them the benefit the people to take the government of the lations .—You and I were long Friends—You caster. Pa. of blasphemy* His expressions
out
of
the
hands
of
Gen.
Dorrego
:
—
are
now
my
Enemy,
—
and
1
am
yours.
sale of them bases and hereby is authorized and empowered of a bounty on their tonnage, when the fish country
were too abominable to be published. Most
’
B. FRANKLIN.
ie expectations oft to serve upon any person or persons in said taken by such vessels, are cured in such man His refusal to present to the House, petitions
of the witnesses believed the prisoner was
by
three
or
four
thousand
of
the
ipost
ay be fairly consit town, any writ, summons or execution to ner as to be entitled to a drawback or bounty signed
intoxicated
at the time ofuttering the words:
’
The Attorney General.—'UFaa Washing
respectable inhabitants—his abuse of author
His council relied principally on proving the
t of their many W him duly directed, in any personal action on exportation.
ton
Correspondent
of
the
Baltimore
Gazette,
justly esteeme.d fe where the damage sued for or recovered
At the time a copy of the act authorizing ity—that he was elected by violent means-— under date of Feb. 16, says—“ The most in insanity of his client. The wretch was fined
•ration as a cathatti shall not exceed five hundred dollars, inclu the licensing of vessels for the mackerel his refusal to pay the troops and seamen, teresting intelligence I have to communicate ®22 and costs.
is necessary—T!w ding all processes in which said town is or fishery, was transmitted to the officers of the and finally, his taking $100,000, as a reward is, the reported resignation of Mr. Wirt, as
Something Strange.—It is stated ou good
gn remedy in all bill' way be interested, and return thereof to customs, ite provlirions were eensider-ed to be for his own services. Our friend adds that if Attorney <a?neual. I am sorry to’/ay there
authority, that L«kv Jackson, in Florida,
make to the Court to which the same may
Gen. Lavalie should succeed ¿gaitwe DorM-:
head, stomach
so
clear
and
explicit
as
not
to
require
any
is too much reason to believe it. It is said about thirty miles in length, has suddenly
' appetite, dizzin® be returnable. Provided however, that ev particular explanations, and the more so, as go, (we have advices of his success,) the for here that Mr. Wirt has determined to re sunk ten feet; and some Indian cabins and
:—they are likewise, ery such constable, before he serve any such the forms and regulations prescribed in an mer President, Don Bernardo Rivadavia will move to Baltimore, and there pursue his pro peach trees are plainly discernible at the
process, shall give to the Treasurer of said
fectious diseases,rs town a bond, in the sum of two thousand dol act with which those officers have been so ! be re-elected.
bottom. The foundation of this lake is said
We learn from the same source, that the fession.
-ery kind by dissoW lars with sureties, sufficient in the opinion long familiar (the act for enrolling and licen
The report of Mr. W. having had a fit of to be limestone, and cavernous.
norbid .matter, hel? of the Selectmen for the faithful performance sing vessels, of the 18th February, 1793) Government had granted our fellow citizen, appoplexy is contradicted.
George C. De Kay, Esq. now a Chief of Di
Among the uses of the Horse Chesnut, the
; a lost aippetite-al of his duties : and for every process he shall were to govern in carrying it into effect.
Some letters from Washington say Presi N. Y. Morning Herald mentions that, al
Inasmuch, however, as applications have vision in the Buenos Ayrean Navy, leave of
ibits. They aresoi serve or execute before giving such bond, he
absence
for
two
years,
with
a
handsome
pe

asons and hours, l ui shall forfeit and pay not less than one hun recently been made to this Department, for cuniary remuneration for his services during dent Jackson is determined that his Adminis though it may appear whimsical, bv simply
i summer or winte dred nor more than five hundred dollars, to the forms of the documents to be issued in the war. Our correspondent adds that Mr. tration shall be conducted on true and con carrying two or three in the breeches pocket
without regard toi be recovered by action of debt in any court the case of vessels to be employed in the De Kay had left Buenos Ayres with the in sistent Republican principles ; that no man the pilesmay be cured. The experiment may
shall be punished for his opinions, or consid be made much easier than that of removing
ness. Their operf of competent jurisdiction to the use of any mackerel fishery, such formshave been pre tention of visiting Greece.
JV. Y. Gaz.
ered ineligible to appointment bn account of mountains.
al, that by experkte person who shall sue therefor ; and all per pared, and aue subjoined hereto, being as
them. The only questions as to a candidate
:1 any other physic sons suffering through the defaults or misdo follows, viz :
Wood Slide.—A. few days since about 30
or incumbent, it is hoped, will be those sug
1. Form of the bond required to be given,
e public..
[ ings of such Constable shall have the same
From Brazil.—The brig Orient, Capt.
cords of wood in one pile were started near
are covered .ivitM remedies on his bond, as are provided in res the penalty thereof to be regulated by the Young, arrived at New-York on Friday, gested by Mr. Jefferson, “ Is he honest, is he the top of a mountain in the western part of
esign of the Good pect to Sheriffs’ bonds, and the like procee provisions in the 4th section of the act of 18th from Janeiro, whence she sailed Dec. 27. capable, is he faithful to the Constitution ?” Chester, Vt. and sliding down a slope in half
The President will ascertain the contents as
its name thereon. I dings in both cases shall be had, such varia February, 1793.
The Government was creating as much well as the capacity of expectants. He will a minute, stopped on the spot intended, near
2. Forms of the oath.
-ALSOstock,
bearing
an
interest
of
five
per
cent
as
tions being made, as will make the process
select only those who are fully competent, the house of Mr. Seth Wait, Jr. about 259
3. Form of the license.
could be disposed of at 40 per cent discount, from talents and information, to discharge feet below the place of setting out.—“ This
effectual.
i Jaundice Bilti
From the form of the oath it will be perSect. 2. Be it further enacted, That' ceived that a vessel licensed for the macker- and that exchange was lower than at any the duties which will be required of them ; was done says our informant, “ without the
37 1-2
■whenever the Sheriff of said county shall, ap, el fishery cannot, lawfully, be employed in time during the war. No packet had arrived and a prompt remedy will follow any mistake aid of ardent spirits.”—Gazette.
point any inhabitant of said town a Deputy the cod fishery, 8cc. and vice versa, a vessel from Buenos Ayres for an unusual length or misrepresentation.
Celebrated
A manufacturer, who must be supposed to
of time. Most of the vessels which formed
Sheriff he shall give public notice therof im
know how long it takes to make a pair of
f the above is kept: mediately by inserting the name or names of licensed for the cod fishery, cannot, lawfully, the blockade of Buenos Ayres, had arrived.
Agricultural School.—Gov. Bell, of New- shoes, informs ns th’at the 1500 shoe-makers
.LIE—in WellsW the person or persons thus appointed in one be employed in the mackerel fishery, &c.
Admiral Guido h**d also arrived, under ar Hampshire, recommends in hislate Message
in Lynn, allowing 12 hours to the day, would
It having been represented to this De
E Goodale and61
of the newspapers published in said town ; partment that there is a difference in the rest, charged with illegal proceedings in to the Legislature of that State, the estab turn out six pairs in one minute, and not one
ler & Tufts-by 11 and from and after said appointment, and the
condemning prizes. A Brazilian ship, hav lishment of an Agricultural Seminary in
Bos. Pat.
form of the oath administered by the differ ing on board 475 slaves, was cast away about New Hampshire. “ To this school,” says pair in three minutes.
and Boston, and
publication thereof as aforesaid, the powers
irincipal towns W given to constables in said town by this Act ent Collectors, before granting the allowance the 15th Dec. near Santos, and the captain he, “ youth ot proper age might be sent from
In Homer, N. Y. a journeyman is said to
or bounty on the tonnage of vessels employed and crew, and all but sixty of the slaves were every part of the State, in proportion to its have made nine pairs of first rate women’s
shall cease.
in the Bank and other cod fisheries, I deem
population, being selected from scholars most calf-skin shoes in eleven hours and twenty
[Approved by the Governor, Feb. 13, 1829.] it proper to avail myself of the occasion to lost.
distinguished for their diligence and advance minutes.
observe that, according to the terms of the
AN additional ACT respecting Banks.
Extract of a letter from an American ment in the several -branches there taught,
Neil Johnson, charged with the murder
act of 29th July, 1813, the oath should state
Be it enacted by the Senate and House that the. vessel (if of twenty tons and up commercial house at Vera Cruz, 16th Janua and for their intelligence and correct habits. of Peterson, in Charleston, S. C. has been
jers having been
Pedraza and his party were —The time of these youths, so long as acquitted.
of Refiresentatives in Legislature assem wards) was actually employed at sea in the ry, 1829
he. William a
bled, 'That the second and fourth sections, Bank and other cod fisheries, either three hostile to our country and its citizens, and should be thought proper, might be employed
In Livingston county, N. Y. a Scotch gen
; tor tlve County«
of an additional act respecting Banks, passed and a half or four months, (as the case may we had nothing to hope for from their tyran in suitable proportions, in laboring with the
o receive and cxa®(
the twenty third day of February, one thou be,) and if not more than five, and less than ny. Our declared and warm friends are now superintendant of the practical department tlemen has been fined $23 and costs for kiss
iditors to the estalet
sand eight hundred and twenty seven, shall twenty tons, that she was actually employed uppermost, and we doubt not but our trade of the school, and in receiving instruction ing his landlord’s wife at sundry times. He
IM1W COES,
not be construed or considered to be in force at sea in the codfishery, for the term of four will be put on a fair footing. Hitherto, our from the professors in its scientific depart justified himself by saying that in his country
it was the usual mode of salutation. By this
nk-Port, deceasej'l
until the first day of October, in the year of months at least of the preceding fishing products have been prohibited, or taxed so ment.
as to amount to a prohibition. The new ta
Morgan of Smyrna.—In our last we allu time he has probably learned that “ when
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and season.
insolvent, ai>«3
riff is now spoken of, and we hope those evils ded to a letter published in the Boston Cour you are in Turkey you must do as the Tur* ■
thirty one, at which time they shall be in full
r allowed said c»
With a view however, that the subject
force and effect, any thing in said act to the may be more fully understood, 1 have also will be remedied, so as to allow us fair room ier, and representing that Morgan, the ma kies do.”
vc their claicos; ’
for competition. The asce$A~ncy Europe son, was at Smyrna. A writer in the Newcontrary notwithstanding.
Melancholy Accident.—The horses of Mr.
that we will atteno)
subjoined, hereto (numbered 4) an extract of
{Approved by the Governor, Feb. 2Q, 1829.] a circular from this Department under date is completely prostrate, and there is no 'York Morning Courier, who signs himself Durhan, a gentleman about foui’ miles from
)m house room,
friendly
feeling
here
to
revive
it.
”
“ an Officer of the U. S. Navy,” states that New-York, having been heard moaning in
the last batuKla
of the 14th of November,. 1792, which ex
New-York Gaz.
while on that station, he became acquainted the stable, and found to be almost starved,
ve succeeding
AN additional ACT to establish a Court of ,plains, in a clear and satisfactory manner,
with the Mr. Morgan referred to, and whois inquiry was made as to the person who had
. p M. on sa;o “I
Common Pleas.
the nature and forms of the documents re
From Vdlfiaraiso.—Papers to Nov. 9, have not the man who lived in New-York. Mr. charge of the mansion and horses daring the
eeLwkight.
to tee produced, for the purpose of
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of quired
1
Morgan, of Smyrna, has resided there five winter, Michal Dugan. The house was bro
bovrne. g )
Refiresentatives in Legislature assembled, obtaining the allowance or bounty on the been received at New York by the Post I years. He was from Boston, and is well ken into, and his body found upon a bed, his
Captain.
tonnage
of
the
different
vessels
employed
in
Trt, Jan44
That from and after the passing of this act,
flesh looking like that of a person of color.
On the 16th of Sept, the Hon. S. Larned known to the American Consul at Smyrna.
there shall be two terms only of the Court of the cod fisheries, under acts previously pass
was
formerly- recognised as Charge d’Af ; The Infernal Trade.—It is thought about He had carried a pan of charcoal into his
ed,
containing
provisions
and
regulations,
in
Common Pleas within and for the County of
................
annually.......
imported
into.......
Brd- room, and it was ascertained that he had
Hancock, to be holden t at Castine, on the this respect, precisely similar to those in the faires from the United States near the gov- . 80,000 slaves are ............
ernment of Chili. On the next day he had I zi|, and as about one third die, or are mur- been dead about a week.
fourth Tuesday of April', and the third Tues act of 29th July, 1813, before referred to.
ibscriberHin'w
It being understood that there is also a dif- , an audiance from his excellency the v ice 1 ^ere<j on the passage, the whole amount of
day of October, annually ; and all actions,
Dr. Kirkland, late President of Harvard
by the Hon.
suits, appeals, plaints, bills, informations, ference of opinion as to the construction of President, to whom he was presented m his ’ the export from Africa for this market must University, arrived at Savannah, (Ga.) on
1 ge of V robate,J
recognizances and tilings whatsoever, now the term “ Bank and other cod fisheries,” official character by the Secretary for ror- | arnount to 120 000.
, to receive and
the 1st ult. on his way to Boston.
Affairs.
\
'
~
,
pending by continuance, appeal or other as used in the last mentioned law, it is deem- eign
ks to the estate
A letter from Conception, of Oct. 28, | A correspondent of thRochester
the Rochester Tele
1 Re
There was a fall of snow at Wilmington,
wise, or which may be hereafter commenced ; ed proper to state that, the correct reading states, there is in circulation a report that graph says, that the American custom of
N. C.on the 3d and 4th ult. and on the 7th
US
to be heard and tried at the Court of Com of the term is considered to be “ Bank cod an Indian war has broken out in the interior • dew rotting
flax, destroys,
rnttmo-flax
dcRtvnvs. in a great
vreat meas- a great fall of rain attended with heavy thun
ceased,
mon Pleas, to be holden at Castine aforesaid, fisheries^ and “ other cod fisheries. ”
_ say , ure,the value of the article. The Russian, der and lightning. Much damage was ex
—ijwt>
how true iv
it is I cannot presume to
If any doubt remained upon this point, the _
MvecS’-s43
on the third Tuesday of March next shall be
IjUV
QltVUtU be
MG VUG
V t»lli
V. » x
* - Irish Flax is water
« rot1
but ix
if IL
it'should
the case,? ’ J-it
will MV
be <-Va Mserii the 1 nrkish
and the
pected from the rising of rivers, 8cc.
continued to, have day in, be acted upon, form of the license settles it, according to ous one for the people of this province, as
S and that «ei
as, . ted. Mr.
Mr, Crosthwait, who owns an establishheard and tried at the Court of Common which, the employment of the vessel is to be they are quite.unprotected, and otherwise ment, seven miles from Dublin, which works
A correspondent of the Boston Centinel
he’dwelling »<*
Pleas to be holden by virtue of this Act on in thé “ cod fishery.”
in some partg,
parts, which will add to i five tons of Flax per week, says that that the states that a citizen who is in the laudable
dissatisfied
In
It
may
be
proper
to
add,
that
the
licenses
habit of examining his house before retiring
the fourth Tuesday of April next.
the miseries of the rest.
i dew rotted Flax is not worth working.
[Approved by the* Governor, Feb. 27,1829.] for the mackerel fishery expire, and are to
to rest, found a lamp standing on a swing-shelf
he surrendered under similar circumstances r—.....1 A Country Dance.—I saw on the evening
directly under a beam, which was then warm
i
with
other
licenses
;
and
that
of
the
former,
L
isbon, dec. 20.
■
of
the
1st
Jan.
1829,
in
my
neighborhood,
in
but had not taken fire. Had the building
A. —ing ÿôùng fellow was-lately i*obbed in ,
similar
accounts
are
to
be
kept,
and
returns
Extract
of
a
firivate
letter.
—
The
55th
'
Tyler
county,
Va.
the
father,
the
grand
taken fire it might have been attributed to
Philadelphia.
'The robber first knocked
Bulletin, published this day, is evidently father, and the great grand father; the an incendiary.
Respectfully,
him down with his it/*’ and then came near made, with the la! ter.
false,
as
Don
Miguel
died
on
the
morning
of,
daughter,
the
mother,
and
the
grand
mothJOS.
ANDERSON,
Comptroller.
puttings.to his existance with a t Several II
A gentleman and his family in New-York
the 13th, after the most frightful convulsions ; i er ; the mother, and daughter, and grand
cases have happened in that C T lately, and
were"recently
made
very
sick
by
eating patssortment of j
To
authorise
the
payment
of
the
allowan

and
0.1
J LX V
ever
V V1
since
QlIlUV
that
U.IAU HlVUiVUl^
moment,
the
VUV Miguelite i UJUUIV
mother
I >; the
UJV null,
son,
the
VI IV grandson,
! CUlUaUlJ, tUJU
and
the
< u C ,51
great
vu t
•.
1 •
J .
, - ,
'
_ p.
v
*
r
it is proposed to add a § to the criminal code
party and that of the Queen are disputing [grand son, all in a dance on the same floor at ridges which he said he had tpunu were ov
ces
hereafter
mentioned
to
the
owners
br
on theiv account.— Williamstown Adv.
Sale at A'sW
ten
pQisQnous
at
this
season
of
the
year,
agents of vessels of twenty tons burden or up- about the formation of a new Government. 1 the same time.
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U. STATES ¿EGÏSLÂTÜRE.

STATE OF MAINE.

TWENTIETH CONGRESS....... SECOND SESSION.

House of Representatives, 1
February 17, 1829. $
The joint committee, appointed by order
of January 23d, to receive sealed proposals
from the several Printers until the 2d inst.
and then' contract for the execution of all
the printing for the State during the present
year, as to them might seem most, for the ad
vantage of the State, have examined the
subject committed to them, and opened the
several proposals which had been made un
der the notice given, and ask leave to

SKETCH OF THE DEBATE ON THE

j uments which with the amount of fees for at-1 next législature and the Senate ta v;

Mr. Vance objected to the pay for Wash
An act i-ec'omizh,^ ,hn s,
ington County, said the Sheriff of Washington i-1.'"1!1.!’6. se™,.that.the. Sheriff of WashAn act recognizing the Strafford Ma'mifj
FRIDAY, FEB. 20.
County had more responsibility than all the ington-received from hjs deputies for the last turing Company as a corporation within )
Mr. Smith of Md. from the Committee on
other Sheriffs—it was very difficult for the year a much less sum at the rate of 20 per Snite—additional respecting the attachm]
Finance, to which was referred certain reso
Sheriff to procure Deputies—that the travel cent from his deputies than the bill provides of propertv-additional defining the powlbl
that he shall retain—the Sheriff having per
lutions on the 12th of January last in relation
was great over that extensive county.
ot Judicial Courts in granting reviews andil
to the Sinking Fund and the Public Debt,
Mr. Ruggles made some general remarks formed most of the duties in person, so that other purposes—abolishing the punish,J
the
sheriff
of
Washington
cannot
be
affected
made a report thereon which was not read’
upon the necessity of paying our public ofof aeath in certain cases.
I
1 he bill for the preservation and repair of
■ficers well—he was for paying our Governor, in the least by thve bill as reported, except
Resolve relating to a report of Commibw
the Cumberland Road was read a second
Judges of Supreme Court; &c. See. respecta the reduction of fees provided by other seci !vhingrtthe Boundary Line bet\vt |
time, and referred. After some time spent
ble salaries—and he thought our Sheriffs uons of the act, and therefore hoped that no Maine & New Hampshire-resolve in lav
innovations would be made, but that the bill of George Littlefield were finally passed, j
in Executive business the Senate adjourned
haM
none
too
much
now
—
the
office
was
one
REPO FT.
to Monday.
of great responsibility and amaity—and none might pass in its present shape.
i uLjMugTy-.-■
-^r-„
....
That from a careful examination of said of them had become rich by the office. He
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVE^
proposals
and
the
account
allowed
in
past
thought this bill .took from the Sheriff-and ■ MAINE LEGISLATE RE.
MONDAY, FEB. 23.
Mr Dudley presented the memorial of years, they have deemed it for the interest put it into the pockets of the Deputy who
. ''
„
.TUESDAY, FEB. 24
Van Cortland and others, surviving officers of the State, to contract with Messrs Day & was already well paid^-that the Deputies
SENATE.
A bill additional to secure to-owners tlJ
of the revolutionary army, praying that the Fraser, of Portland , to do the printing for were generally considered as sharp men who
„
--------D'AY,Property
in logs, masts, spars, &c. wasto
r,,
. TLTES
FEB 24.
act passed at the last session of Congress for 1 the State during the present year, and until looked well to'their own interest and he, nev
Mr. Phelps from the committee on State i !’°ried. and 0,1
. was committed tc
their relief may be so amended, as to entitle the next Legislature shall otherwise order, er heard one say that he was dissatisfied
petition
-----r .. of
.. 'the
. "Mariners’, i committee conslstirig of one from each cnn,'i
each officer to the monthly pay attached to at a discount of 'twenty-six and a quarter with hrs pay—when he considered the preju Prison, &c. bn the
ty and Messrs. Clark of H. Herr-k n?
his rank at the close of the war. Three fier cent, on each item charged .by Thomas dice against Deputies and the manner of their Church, reported Resolve directing an action
Sylvester of H. Little of C. Vance of B, Fro J
hours and a half were spent in executive Todd, during the two last years ; and have accounting to the Sheriff for their earnings against the Trustees of the Mariners’, of
B Gower ot A. Merrill of F. and Ann] I
procured from the said Day & Frasera bond he wondered that so many Deputies found Chui ch, and the same was passed to be en
business.
1
in the penal sum of twelve hundred dollars, their way on to this floor—he considered the grossed, sent down for concurrence—On mo ton ot A. were appointed.
A Bill granting a Lottery for the benefit J
with sufficient sureties, conditioned for the bill a Deputy Sheriff’s bill and should have tion of Mr. Gardner, 300 copies of the com
’
TUESDAY, FEB. 24.
faithful performance of their contract.
thought, had he not known-otherwise, that munication made to the committee by Daniel Edgecomb Bridge was refused a passage. I
The Senate was chiefly occupied with the
Your committee fipd that the sum charged
Rose, late warden of the State Prison was
Afternoon.
9
consideration of the bill authorising an addi by Thomas Todd, for printing in 1827 was it was drawn by some Deputy—he repeated ordered to be printed for the use of the le
I’he Committee on the North EasieiJ
tional subscription to the Stock of the Ches $1,953 92, from which was. deducted on set that the Sheriff had not too much now ; but gislature.
boundary to whom was committed an orde
apeake and Delaware Canal Company. The tlement, $277 95, and earned to the account he would acknowledge it was a subject he
Mr. Kingsbery on order of Feb. 16th, di
bill, after a long debate, was ordered to a of 1828, which leaves the amount of Todd’s had not paid much attention to, arid that he recting the committee to inquire into the) of January 27th directing them to inquire into J
third reading, 28 to 15.
bill'for 1827, $1675 97, on $1328 83 of this was unacquainted with the bill, he would eh- expediency of amending the law relating to ¡ton ?iXp?!cnC^/’f locati"?a r°ad from the
of any Deputy whetjier the Deputies
mouth of the MattaWamkeag to the Matta
sum there was a" déduction of 7 per cent, ,-quire
bail m civil cases and imprisonment on the waska have had the same under considera
were: not already well paid ?
being
$83
01
—on
the
balancer
of
the
account
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25.
Wr. Smàflei-gh replied that he had served mesne process, reported that legislation is Uon and report that it is inexpedient to ted
The general appropriation bill was $347 14 -there' was no deduct'ion made, so a number (tf years as Deputy Sheriff for the inexpedient, read and accepted sent down islate on the subject—accepted.
151
that
the
amount
paid
said
Todd
was
$1582for concurrence.
amended and ordered to a third reading.
I he committee reported on an order re!
96 ; and that, the bilî ren’derëd by said 1 odd county of York, andThat he believed there
atmg to the sale of real Estate sold for Taxes
for printing from January 17, '1828, up to was not a Deputy in that county who did not
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25.
at legislation on the subject was inexpediTHURSDAY, FEB. 26.
Nov. 17, 1828, is $2,244 59 cents, which does make a minute and honest return of his
BiU
additional
defining
the
powers
of
Judi-'
went—accepted.
1
|
The bill from the House providing for not include all the printing .which he exe earnings to thqSheriff and he believed the
cial
Courts
in
granting
reviews
and
for
other
The committee to whom was referred a»
certain persons engaged in the land and na cuted for that year ; from which it appears Sheriff was satisfied of this. Respecting the
order
for
altering
the
4th
section.
of
a
„
¡A
val service during the Revolutionary War, that the present contract, if faithfully exe gentleman’s remarks on the respectability purposes—additional to an act providing-that
&c. was read and laid on the table, tor the cuted for the two corning y eara, should the arid character of Députies-*-asthe gentleman bonds shall be given by Sheriffs and Coroners acmtional to the several acts respecting Hieh I
reason that there was not time for acting amount of printing bp as large as in 1828, had wondered how so many Deputies found to the ireasurer of the State, and giving ways passed Feb. 3d, 1828, s<| « to alloi
remedies thereon—additional to an act regu 1 owns and Plantations having a population of
upon it this Session.
would save to the State about one thousand , their way to the Legislature, he would ob lating Judicial process and proceedings—and more
than 800 inhabitants to raise a Xie
dollars, and that by the same ratio, nearly as serve, (if hé might be permitted to except Resolve in favor of Nathaniel Springer were
much would have been saved, had “ former himself in this discussion) that the Deputies read a second time and passed to be engross sum of money tb repair Highways and Bridge
FRIDAY, FEB. 27.
in hiscolmty were honorable and respectable
than said section allows, reported that leeis i
The Senate proceeded to consider the Legislatures” resorted to this mode of pro men ; and that either of them was as well ed sent down for concurrence.
lation on the subject is inexpedient—accept
bills originating in that branch, being the last curing the printing for the State, the two last qualified for the office of High Sheriff as the
Resolve
relating
to
a
Report
of
Commis

day for sending bills from one branch to the years.
sioners establishing the boundary line be
Your committee state for the information present incumbent ; and if such was their tween Maine and New-Hampshire—and re
other. In the evening session several private
of the legislature, that this is the second‘time character he cdtild see no reason why solve for the purchase of Stationary and oth
bills were considered.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25.
they did'riot merit .seats in this House as
The bill for the payment pf pensions to the legislature ever contracted, through a much as the gentjéman from Thomaston or er articles passed to be engrossed--sent down
A bill establishing the times of boldine the
the widows or children of pensioners, in cer committee of its members, for the printing any other gentleman.
Supreme Judicial Court passed to be engrosstor concurrence.
of the State, and as it may not be generally- Mr. Gore, of Abbot, observed that Ire had
tain cases, was passed.
The Senate having reconsidered their vote
understood how the former contract was
A bill regulating the appointment of over
whereby they ordered to be printed 300
made, they observe that in 1822, the State] also served as à Deputy and,he was astonish copies or the communication of Daniel Rose seers ot Houses, passed to be engrossed.
ed
tdffind
one
of
that
gentleman
’
s
profession
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. contracted with Messrs. Thayer, Tappin 6ç (rôtir''Çhomyu’on, so ignorant of the business late Warden of the State Prisbn, Mr. Gard A bill additional providing for the Govern
Stickney to do the necessary iobFrint'm^ for‘
ner moved that 300 copies of the commu ment of the States Prison and for the punishFRIDAY, FEB. 20.
the State for $650., and so in proportion for a of Sheriffs and the general provisions, of > the
c$nyicts was reported in a ne w draft i
The amendment of Mr. Smvth to the Con greater or lesser quantity, and that in Edi Bill;'asthat gentleman professed to be—he nications of the late and present Wardens be
stitution came up as the unfinished business tion to this sum, $147 vyas paid to Timinas would, therefore, (if he were really asf igno printed for the use of the Legislature—was and 300 copies ordered to be printed.
1 he report of the committee on the memof the 19th ; when Mr. S. took the floor, and Todd for printing during the same year, and rant as he pretended to be) endeavor to en- decided in the affirmative by Yeas and Navs
poned Ot G>
was ^definitely post■
concluded his remarks in reply to Mr. by a resolve of 1825, the further sum. of $350 hghten-nim a little, and explained at large as follows .—Yeas 16. Nays 3.
Wright, and in defence of the amendment
Afternoon.
the earnings.of the, Deputy, his losses, &c.
was
allowed
to
said
Thayer,
Tappan
Sc
Stick

Afternoon.
generally, and more particularly of bis own ney, making the printing for the. year 1822, and the greaj. emoluments of the Sheriff’.
Report of the committee on State Lands to
itesolvegraming to the town of Hollis i
course in addressing anonymous letters to amount to $1279. It seems here to be neces
Mr. Ruggles replied;that the gentleman whom was referred the Land Agent’s Ac o
and Buxton a half township of land to heap- I
members of the House, arguing to show that sary for the committee to state that when the from Abbpt reminded him of the lady who count, was accepted in concurrence.
he could have had no bad motives, but a re contract was made with said Thayer, Tap on being pressed three times for an answer
Mr. Page from the committee on Engross plied to the support of Bridges across Saco
gard to the public good. Mr. Weems called pan & Stickney, they were induced to offer would not answer until she was asked a ed Bills, reported the following to be truly River vvithm said towns was ordered to lie on
the table till tomorrow.
upon the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Wright) to
the printing at the rate agreed on, with fourth time—he had asked if the Deputies copied, viz .'—Bill additional to the several
to explain whether, in speaking of “ stage an do
were not now well paid ?
acts for the regulation of Innholders, Retail
understanding
that
their
paper
should
be
drivers, whippers in, and the small fry of the the State Paper, but this was not statedin ; Mr. Gore observed^—that he did not con ers and Common Victualers—ceding to the
. ,
.
THURSDAY, FEB. 26.
House,” he had had any personal allusion ? the
contract, as they trusted, to the good sider them well paid considering they did United States the jurisdiction of a certain . A bill abolishing the punishment of death
Mr. W. said he would yield the floor to the
tract
of
land
in
the
town
of
Castine
—
to
in

all
the
labor
and
had
as
much
responsibility
of the Legislature. Notwithstanding
read twice and tomorrow
gentleman for the purpose of making such faith
which the Eastern Argus was made the as the Sheriff—but respecting that gentle corporate the Ellsworth Mutual Fire Insur- . assigned for a third reading.
explanation. Mr. Wright said, if he took State Paper. So thoroughly convinced was man’s comparison, he was willing to accom ance Company—to incorporate the Maine i
IesoJve granting a half township of
the floor, he should take it under no condi
future Legislature of the unfairness of. the modate the gentleman and enlighten him on Congregational Charitable ¡Society__ addi- and to the towns of Buxton and Hollis for
tions imposed by the gentleman from Mary aproceedings,
that they passed the above a subject of which he possessed so much ig t/on,a}?° establish the Cumberland and Ox the support of Bridges across Saco River was
land, but with all the privileges pertaining to mentioned Resolve
for $350. As. Messrs. norance, although he did not profess to have ford Canal Corporation—»to incorporate the postponed6’
°H motion’ Was 'indefinitely
the possession of it.' Mr. Weems havingThayer, Tappan & Stickney had just estab so much experience with the fair sex: as the Somerset Mutual Fire Insurance Company— Ì
yielded it, Mr. Wright said he had no expia lished
and Bin hmitingthe tenure of the office of Ab‘11.tO aatb.orize justices to renew exe
gentleman from Thomaston—[laughterA
themselves
in
business,
the
advantage
nation for the gentleman, but would offer arj
Mr. Rùggles said he admired the good Adjutant General, and the same were passed ’cutions in certain cases was reported.
amendment, viz; to insert in bis second prop to be derived from their being the State nature of his friend from Abbot. He would to be enacted.
Printers,
must
be
too
apparent
to
the
Legis

osition to amend, after the words “ free white
request the-chairman of the Committee to
male citizens,” the words “ of 21 years of ,lature for the committee to state the extent explain some parts of the Bill, and particu
tj
,T *
FRIDAY, FEB. 27.
THURSDAY, FEB. 26.
of
patronage
the
printer
thereby
requires.
Before any decision was had, Mr.
larly why the Deputy was not compelled to
aC I-1S'ey’ Agent °f tlle
Bill in further addition to an act to regu ted
Storrs moved to lay the amendment of Mr. A like difficulty your committee state can pay any thing on executions under 20 dollars. late the manufacture and Inspection of Stone
Smyth together with those.of Mr. Wright not occur with Messrs Day & Fraser, as it
Dr. Shaw observed, as he was called on to
me.and ^'nie casks—additional respecting
on the table, which was carried.—Ayes lis’ was distinctly understood that they were to explain the Bill he had the honor to offer,
Sheriffs (as amended) passed to be engrossed tTeb’;S.refc,redtOthe
do theyoZi Work only, and in their bond it is
he
would
endeavor
to
satisfy
the
several
ob

sent
down for concurrence.
expressly stated, that they are not to apply
Bill establishing fees of Criers of Courts
SATURDAY, FEB. 21.
Bill regulating the appointment of Over
to any 'future Legislature for additional re jections that had been raised against it, (and
Various resolutions were taken up and dis- muneration—in fact your committee are fully went somewhat into a detail of the Bill.) seers of Houses of Correction passed to be was ren 1°"
M1’' Shapleigh of B.
wa. lead and indefinitely postponed.
fjosed of; and a number of new ones were of- of the opinion that they would not have cause Dr. S. observed that it was generally ac engrossed in concurrence.
On motion of Mr. Bourne of K
ered. A resolution, that the House shall to do it provided this condition was not in knowledged that Deputies received but little
Ordered, 1 hat the Governor be requested
on executions under 20 dollars, and Ife could
take a recess on Monday from 3 till 5 o’clock serted in this bond.
FRIDAY,
FEB.
27.
to communicate toAfos House, the accounts
see no reason why they should be compelled
■was agreed to ; another resolution fixing the I HOMAS FILLEBROWN, per order.
Ordered in concurrence with the House of {he Secretary of State for expend i?uie
to pay oyer to the Sheriff, a per centage
daily hour of meeting at 10 o’clock was re
that
the
Committee
on
State
Lands
inquire
tor
the purchase of Stationary under the re
which they did not receive ; that as execu
jected. The House took up the different ap
STATE OF MAINE.
tions under, that amount were generally into the expediency of passing a Resolve to solve relating to that subject.
propriation bills which had passed thro’ Com
against that useful class of bur citizens who authorize the Land Agent of this State con
mittee on Friday, and they were all ordered
to41lncorpo.rate Alfred Academv
In Senate, February 5, 1829.
depended on theff djiily labors for a subsis jointly with the Land Agent of Massachu came from the Senate with amendments for
to be engrossed and read a third time. The
setts,
to
sell
and
convey
all
such
small
tracts
The
Committee
to
whom
was
referred
so
tence
for
their
families',
and
as
there
must
be
House then resolved itself into Committee of
concurrence—the House receded from their
the whole on the state of the Union, and suc much of the Governor’s Speech as relates to some fee àttachèd to every service, in order of land in the State, as may be ascertained to fo’mer vote and passed the bill to be enbe
the
joint
property
of
said
States.
Debtors
and
Creditors,
have
endeavored
to
to
induce
the
Peputy
to
extend
the
arm
of
cessively acted upon the bill making addition
A oil! additional to an act entitled an addial appropriations for the payment of the rev give the subject that deliberate attention mercy to-that class of debtors jus.t cited, it .¿sill recognizing the Strafford Manufactur
bnt’nS the. Powers of the Judicial
olutionary and other pensioners of the United which its importance deserves. They enter was, thought most expedient to remove his ing Company as a corporation in this State— Courts'h
States, for the year '1829; the bill making tained the opinion that the laws affecting the. accountability to the Sheriff on4 debts under Resolve to prevent depredations on the pufo Uouits ni granting reviews and forothernur P
appropriations for building light houses, &c? right of creditors on the one side, and the lib 20 dollars; He would observe generally re he lands, came up amended for concurrence P°^«-Passed to be engrossed.
the bill making appropriations for the erec erties of debtors on the other, have such an specting the gentleman’s remarks from and the Senate concurred.
Leather p rTKhli? 1?1’the insPect’on of Sole
Bill additional to an Act directing the Leathei —passed to be engrossed.
tion of certain forts, barracks, &c.; the bill important bearing upon the welfare of each I homaston on the pay of Deputies, that that
A bill to incorporate the South Parish in
to provide for taking the fifth Census ; all of individual in our community, that they ought gentle man .must acknowledge either that the method of laying out and making provision
to be guarded with great vigilance against Sheriffs had made very incorrect returns, or lor the repair and amendment of highways HHutavs v^l t'1? b'H f°r tbe preservation of
which bills were reported to the House.
injudicious alterations. The value of every that the Deputies had been poorly paid ; for’ came
up indefinitely postponed, for concur pnnrtL i } i hlC1 were severally passed to be
'
law is increased by that certainty which is by referring that gentleman to the returns rence and the Senate concurred.
acted and sent up to the Senate.
MONDAY, FEB. 23.
Resolve
in favor of Seth Spring, came up
The bill to provide for taking the fifth given to it by the accurate scrutiny of our he would perceive that the average earnings
Afternoon.
lawyers,
and
by
judiciitl
construction
;
and
refused, for concurrence and the
of Deputies throughout the State as returned
Census, was ordered to be engrossed and
A. bill additional regulating foreign at|
read a third time, 25th. The House on mo in this manner the mercantile and trading by the several Sheriffs would not exceed Senate concurred.
Bill declaring the Penobscot River and cer taeffiments-passed to be engrossed. S
tion of Mr. Marvin, authorised the Clerk to concerns of our citizens are directed and con 200 dollars.
A bill additional to an Act regulating DiThe gentleman from Thomaston had un tain of its branches, public rivers or high voroe-passed
place at the disposal of the Overseers of the trôlée!, by fixed and intelligible regulations
to be engrossed.
g
Poor of Washington City, fifty cords of ( which it becomes dangerous to change. The fortunately forgotten a most important fea ways, was referred to the next Legislature,
and rhLaHdl7°nal toexemPt certain Goods
VV ood, there being more in the wood-houses evils which so seriously affect the prosperity ture in the Bill—that which relieved the sent down for concurrence.
Mr. Phelps from the Committee on the ffistr?« weS ’ °m atta<;hment, execution and
of the House than is required for the use of of honest creditors by fraudulent assignments debtor of oiie sixth of his fees and which of
arise more from a want of evidence of the course reduced the former earnings of the State prison, &c. requested that they might “’^1 ess, was passed to be engrossed,
this session.
At the Evening Session, the House, in fraud, than from a defect of law in not pro Deputy one sixth, and the Sheriffs’ responsi be discharged from the further consideration of small ' lLTOVidinS for thc speedy collection
of small debts, was as recommended by the
Committee, took up the bill for the relief of viding for its punishment or the prevention bility in thé same ratio. There was also an of the Governor’s special message respecting R'foc
’ary—mdennitcly postponed.
Y
other important feature in the Bill which the the Report of Timothy Pillsbury and Jona
surviving widows of certain officers and pri of its operations.
The
wholesome
doctrine
of
the
Common
than
1
hayer,
a
Committee
appointed
to
ex

tempting
Farming
Utensils
from
gentleman
from
F.
had
Overlooked,
and
that
vates of the army of the revolution ; the bill
was had Ji WrT takcP ,?P—Before a decision
for the relief of sundry revolutiohaty and Law, that fraud vitiates, aj&d nullifies €v-eyy was, thaGtfe Sheriff by this bill had all he amine the Sta^e Prison, read and accepted
was had, the House Adjourned.
other officers and soldiers; and the bill to conveyance and the disposition of any en earned—'And that he was as willing that, the sent down for concurrence.
Bill abolishing the punishment of death in
provide for persons engaged in the land and lightened Court to enforce this salutary Sheriff should be well paid as the gentleman
naval service of the United States in the rev principle are the safeguards of our present from Thomaston, but not on the same condi certain cases, came up amended for concur•
,p.
SATURDAY, FEB. 28.
olutionary war, and they were reported, to system, but this remedial power is some tions. I he gentleman from T. was for pay rence and the Senate concurred.
te’J irk™ tJ° ?XeTnpt certain goodsand chatBill extending the provisions of an Act in was renf f ta<*mcnt’ execution and distress,
the House. The two first were ordered to times evaded by the ingenuity of the dishon- ing the Sheriff for-the dignity of his office—
he was paying him for his labors and respon- corporating the Proprietors of [the Kenne was lead a 3d time andon motion was com
be engrossed and read a third time, 24th .estYour committee, although coinciding with sibilitles, anü these only, Lie whs cistonishçcl bunk Pier, came from the House indefinitely mitted
and the House adjourned.
to Messrs. White, of M. Bryant of
the views of the Chief Magistrate on this sub to hear a gentleman who had iso frequently postponed, for concurrence and- the Senate F. and Miller, of W. to consider and report.
ject, can perceive no adequate and judicious and so publicly made pretensions to exclusive concurred.
TUESDAY, FEB, 24.
remedy for the frauds which may be practis
In Convention.
Bill additional to the several acts for the
The House then took up thé bill to amend ed under assignments to creditors except by republicanism as the gentleman from Thom
The two branches of the legislature agree
aston, advocate on this floor, the mainten preservation of fish in the Penobscot River
an act to provide for the relief of persons en a general bankrupt or insolvent law.
Bay, passed to be engrossed in concur ably to assignment, met in convention, when
ance of sinecures—or in other words emolu- and
j
gaged in the land and naval service of the
rence.
A law of this nature confined to this State
the Hon LEVI HUBBARD, of Paris was
United States, in the war of the revolution. only is of somewhat doubtful expediency and ments for the dignity of office. He consider- !
qualified as a Counsellor, in the room of
Some propositions were made to amend the involves so many important considerations, ed the office of Sheriff as it formerly was., a
Repel W ash burn, Esq. resigned.
SATURDAY, FEB. 28.
bill by narrowing its provisions, after the that it would be unsafe to attempt a radical mere remnant of royalty, better calculated
A Bill reported by the committee who had
Report of the committee on so much of the
House had concurred in the amendments change of our present Laws on this subject for “ Spain” whereas Goldsmith facetiously
made in Committee, but the propositions without a thorough investigation of the laws observed “ a man has more names, than he Governor’s speech as relates to the Tariff, under consideration so much of the Governwere cut off by a successful call for the pre of other States, aided by the learning and has shirts ; as for iiermany where a Prince &c. was taken up, accepted, and Resolve ac °iXC tas 1 Platcd todepre<IationS on the
vious question. The bill was then ordered opinions of able Jurists who could mature and has more titles than he has subjects” than companying was passed to be engrossed, sent No’ th Eastern boundary, to prevent foreignersfrom exercising acts of jurisdiction within
to be engrossed and read a third time, 25th digest a system of legislation which should be for a republican, government like ours, the down for concurrence.
principles of which are in opposition to all
by a vote of 120 to 50.
'1 ’ adapted to the wants of the community.
Bill additional to an Act regulating Inn the State, by serving civil or criminal war
or offices of sham dignity.
holders, &c. came up in a new draft tor con rants was rcad<wice and Monday next as
Ail which is respectfully submitted.
’ Mr. Smiw of .Newfield, in 'reply to Mr. currence and the Senate concurred.
signed for a third reading.
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 25.
ANDREiV L. EMERSON,per order.
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- ui i ier of VV. and Alien of H. be a commit
the number, condition, and)
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NATHAN CU L LER, President.
a certain amount which was not exceeded_ djh to ascertain
expenseexpense
of the paupers
State* tee to inquire into the expediency of increas
vil
in this
kiiis State,
bill making appropriations for the public
House of Representatives, Feb. 9, 1829.
■ the fees and emoluments are designed for a | annual
11____. .1
i.
ing the rations now provided by law to be
comnensption_ thp qhpriffie
J
/ 1 * ,fPtlArta.l
eP°rted tl.,»
that they had
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on’ furnished
buildings.
Read and concurred,
to members of Military Companies
his <iepuats !0 pc,. ccnt of all
«S;c:'ldfil&“ on days of reviews and Inspection—read and
GEORGE EVANS, Speaker.
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ments for concurrence, and the House reW0BE than One Tenth of all the annu■abonshiu4|®M
Bill giving additional power io Justices of
The new Cabinet—We learn by the
- xused to concur—voted to adhere to the vote;
RrSdeatBs in this Country and Great
memoranda.
11 cases. 6 e M
whereby they voted to pass the bill to be en: Washington Telegraph, of Thursday, 26th the 1 eace in certain cases, passed to be en
inr‘ at Wilmington, N. C. previous to the Butam are stated to be caused by that mgrossed,as amended, sent down for concur
grossed.
ult. that the following gentlemen are to rence.
.¿8th urt sch. Volga, Fairfield, of Saco, from siduous destroyer of human life, the
.
A resolve making an appropriation for the
A.?'•l?dÎiti0naî JesPecting Sheriffs, came St. Eustatia.
™Pshire~;A*l
COJVSUMPTION.
late Warden of the State Prison passed to be• compose the new Cabinet.
Sailed.from Norfolk, 20th ult. sch. Rebec
engrossed.
Martin Van Buren, of New-York, as Sec Hom the tiouse, and the Senate adhere to ca, Spring, of Saco, for Boston.
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their
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passing
the
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to
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en

A resolve directing the Attorney General retary of State.
' XX/nr at
“Orleans, 25th ult. ship Delos, terr?fio mnfS^ -eetCd Aat an uaconquerable and
’
Samuel D. Ingham, of Pennsylvania, as grossed as amended.
to commence a suit against the Trustees of•
Mr. Dane reported that the committee be Williams^of this port, Boston.—Ent. 28th tenffic maturity. An obstinate, violent and
the Mariner’sChurch for hewn stone furnish Secretary of the Treasury.
bng Eunice Stevenson, of Biddeford, from convulsive cough, is the inevitable forermv
John McLean, of Ohio, as Postmaster Gen- discharged from the further consideration of Jacmel.
ed by the late and present Warden, was ta
Cid. 31st, brig Florida, Blaisdei, of CONST^
°f
PULMONARY
an order respecting the collection of taxes,
ken up but before the question was taken, a ernie
CO IN Sb Ml 1 ION, and its attendant train of
this port, for New-York.
John H. Eaton, of Tennessee, as Secretary and that legislation is inexpedient on order
motion
to
adjourn
was
taken
and
carried
horrors;
increased
heatand
pulse ; nausea1 he ship New-Orleans, says a New-York
spar, ?*
J -respecting the alteration of the Judicial
and the House was adjourned to 9 o’clock of War.
lotion wk p ’ &Ci 4
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read
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tubution of blank returns of votes.
bodv - dn-TL’ii %eneral emaciation of the
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this town, presented a memorial to the legis Attorney General.
» shut elied extremities; excessive
- is.and shore. We understand the shin
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Resolve in favor of Bowdoin College
tinted.
siderable loss by the failure of the Warden of
andSH>Psh°1rahiO,lOi Stre"gth ’
PaP-s
final- received no damage, and does not leak.
the State Prison to furnish the stone at the be Secretary of War and Mr. Eaton Post lypa’sSe in favor ofiosePh B*
,''dsveh1Seda*
ribo,nas’ 31bt January, brig Leo, a ‘ fiushed cheeks ; swollen feet and legs ;
time agreed upon as stated in said memorial, Master General.
st a;nen?th’.^ r1? the retched sufferer is
Gould, of this port, unc.
and we believe that the suit here referred to
)ternoon.
1
It appears that the Post Master General
still sanguine m life, cold extremities and an
o
,
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i^by the consent of both parties in order that is to be included in the Cabinet.
SPOKEN.
a^^mg death These evils may b9 nipped
¿n,faVOr
Limerick Academy
the difference between them and the State
loth nit. lat. 33, Ion, 77 SO, brig Sabat th-J
by ithL -lmely ad^inisfoation of
Rumors.—It is believed that Mr. Barbour was indefinitely postponed in concurrence- Clark,.of Wells, from New-Orleans for Bos that long tried and invaluable Medicine
may be settled by the verdict of a Jury. The
resolve provides that the action shall be will be recalled from England and be suc Bnl to exempt certain articles from attach- ton.
mepL execution and distress came up passed
Dr. RelfJ’s Asthmatic Pills.
brought in the County of York These re
ceeded by Mr. Tazewell, of Virginia. Mr.
engJossed and> the Senate indefinitely
marks we make merely by way of convevihe
which have been known to cure persons sup
PROBAT2
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Baldwin,
of
Pennsylvania,
it
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skid,
is
to
be
postponed the same, §ent down for concuran idea of the question, as to its merits, we
posed to be for gope in a Consumption, and
/ ln^pedh|J
U-tO focôW-ate the Mscata^ua
say nothing, whilst the subject, as the lawyers Minister-to Mexico.
h«h,bltI‘ig<a t le aPPeara«ces of approach•t—accept^.
Manufacfriring Company passed-to be en Ji a Court of Probate hoiden
say, remains, sub judice.
Rorj
The Rational Gazette states, that Mr. grossed, sent down for concurrence
within and for the County of fork, on
'2-il,Fr°n
J he Pills also constitute an excellent
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Brown, our Minister to France; Mr. Poin
r ectoral Medicine.
Those therefore
' e subJect wasinj,
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of
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eighteen
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who are troubled with the common coughs
A bill to regulate Divorce-passed to be sett, in Mexico; and Mr. Tudor, Charged’
j twenty-nine, by the Honourable WILL- occasioned by acrid humorous tickling the
affaires in Brazil, have severally asked and
enacted.
*
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IAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court: throat, or defluxions upon the lungs; depriv
A bill additional to an Act concerning obtained leave to return home.
nnd h additional to exempt certain goods
ing the patient of refreshing sleep and grad
Registers of Deeds was indefinitely postponand chattels from attachment, execution and ON the petition of Benjamin J. Herrick ually introducing the train of Pulmonary af
administrator de bonis non of the es fections, will receive from the use of the
distress,
came
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and
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Senate
adhere
to
We shall probably be enabled next week
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bi±vi;,sap*
le,Td^r'°terefUSinS,hisbillaPassa^- tate of John C.Hill,\eAz of Waterborough, Pills, certain, and frequently the most sud
—passed to be enacted.
bi ants to raise a
to furnish our readers with the Inaugural
in said county, deceased, representing that den and cheering relief. They appease the
^'•Highways and
Speech of President Jackson, and a list of the
Resolve to promote the publication of a the jiersonal estate of said deceased'is not cough promote easy expectoration, relieve
ows, reported that'
General History came up and the Senate ad sufficient to pay the just debts which he and often cine protracted, obstinate and
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most important Appointments.
• ts inexpedient^
here to their vote referring the same to the owed at the time of his death by the sum of most distressing cases. Common Colds are
Mr. Swan ofP. moved a reconsideration of
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next Legislature, sent down.
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removed by the Pills in a few
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We understand, says the Portland Adver nn H ?.Smretary.of St*te carae in and
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.
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r the preservatim Joshua Richardson of Portland had
‘
Samuel L. Southard, Secretary of the dential Chair, would not he do well to reflect bate :
26;
sole proprietor. For sale wholesale, (with all
severally passed tot William Allen of Norridgewock had
Carlton Dole had
ORDERED,—That the said executor the other Conway Medicines) at his Count
25■ Navy was appointed Attorney General of that 6 times 8 makes 48, and 6 times 4 only
he Senate. ■
Scattering
¿4
years,
so
that
if
six
citizens
stand
before
gne notice to all persons interested, by caus ing Room over No. 70, Court-street, corner
10 New-Jersey, in joint meeting of the Legisla
Whereupon George Scammon and Joshua ture of that State, on the 20th ult.
nim, he has no chance according to usage ing a copy of this order be published three of Hanover-street, and at retail by his spe
oon.
and
the
Constitution
as
it
stands
at
present
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga cial appointment by
gulating foreign i Richardson, Esqrs. were declared elected.
Levi Lincoln, Governor of Massachu and that If changed according to the proposed zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
I he committee on the Judiciary to whom
? engrossed.
'
JOHR LILLIE, Kennebunk, and
amendment
he
will.
”
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
Act regulating H was referred the petition of Andrew Denni setts, and 1 homas L. Winthrop, Lieut.
JAMES D. OOWJtUrG,
son and others praying for an amendment of Governor, have been nominated for re-elec
Now Mr. Editor, the whole country may nebunk in said county, on the first Monday
rossed.
ernpt certain Go?, the law respecting poor debtors to abolish tion by a Convention of Republicans from all piobaoly be disposed to deny such notes of April next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Kennebunk-Pori.
could ever have been addressed by one mem noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
iment, executions; the office of Sheriff, reported a reference parts of the State, holden in Boston.
thereof
to
the
next
Legislature
read
and
ac

the
said
instrument
should
not
be
proved,
ap

ber of Congress to other members of Con
e engrossed.
Snow fell to the depth of 8 inches in Cam gress _but
originals shall be put in your ;proved, and allowed as the last will and tes
the speedy collect^ cepted.
den,
S.
C.
on
the
14th
ult.
of the said deceased.
.
A
bn
j.
a
^litional
relating
to
the
Clerks
of
possession
if the fact is denied-and before tament
1
’commended by I
DLthe
WORF belonging to a
the author ot them takes that step, let me. Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ostponed.
I * be Judicial Courts—passed to be engrossed .
Double ^aw Mill, viz. 2 Cranks, 2
A
Slave
in
Norfolk,
Va.
lately
drew
an
A
true
copy
—
A
ttest
,
.
The
Senate
communicated
by
their
Secre

recommend
to
him
to
rilhg Utensils fi«l
!Ttts,
.Irons’ Stirrups, Gudgeons,
cijfrith of a $5000 prize—a sum more than
_
JvV m. CuTter Allen, Register.
Spike the Bugle.
j—before a deci* tary, that they had elected William Allen, sufficient to purchase his freedom.
Hands, Wheel hoops, &c. &c.
March
7.
*
Jr.
Esq.
of
Norridgewock,
a
Commissioner
iurned.
i
Persons who are about erecting Saw-Mills,
in conjunction with those chosen on the part
in ^ew-York, during the storm of Friday
will find it for their advantage to call and pur
ot the House. „
1
(
l
Z
’
GREAT^
chase,*as it will be sold much cheaper than
urday, feb. 28.
George Scammon,
Commissioners to the 13th ult. a little girl was knocked down
new work can be had.
•tain goods-and cbij Joshua Richardson, and ¿..examine the claims by the horse of a cartman and the wheel of
ALSO—will be Rased for the term of 10
the cart passed over her body. She was
mutidn and distress, Wfihani Allen, Esq’rs. J of State Prison.
taken up lifeless.
years, to any person disposed to erect a Sawn motion was c»
I he Senate also communicated that they
tt?-$5OO0 for $3 ONLY^ Mill, the privilege where Merrill’s Mill (so
of M- Bryant, «Ì haa indefinitely postponed the Resolve fixing
Small Work.—In New-York, the Tailors
Five thousand dollars nlust be sold for three called) formerly stood on Kennebunk Riveronsider and report-, tne compensation of the Superintendant of pay fhe 7 ailoresses only 6| cents a pair for
near Mr. Samuel Gillpatrick’s.
dollars, on or before the 9th of March 1829
the Public buildings.
’
ma..*» g pantaloons.
tion.
A^ALYE STATE LOTTERY
The House resumed the consideration of
Will be Sold at Public Auction, on Mon
e legislature agree-i the State Prison Bill.
An appropriation has-been made bv Con
MARRIED—In Thomaston, Mr. Roland
NO. 17.
day the 9th day of March next at 2 o’clock
i convention, wb®!
gress for defraying the expense of surveying Hatch, to Miss Charlotte Bracket.
. 2 A11 tlle. Frame, Geers —Boards. &c
Drawn in Portland, March 9th 1829
RD, of Paris, W
In Lincolnville, Master Levi Thomas
Mr. Flint, the author of several popular the Cochecho River to Dover, N.H. “ with a
of said Merrill s Milk The Frame has been
1
-------r in the roani «
PRIZE
OF
view
to
the
improvement
of
its
navigation.
”
aged 18 years, to Miss Polly Spaulding aged
taken down and piled up on the hill.
1
signed. •
j works, is about publishing a new novel enti
2000
Conditions liberal, bale on the premise«
mmmittee whoMj tled the “ Shoshonce Valley.”—A new novel
1000
has lately been published m Richmond Va
r or particulars enquire of
1
Washington Afrwa.—The Cabinet as an
ich of the Gaver» entitled “ Edge Hill.”
600
Kennebunk, Feb. 28,1829.™ FROST
1
epredations on ®!
nounced from various sources appears still to
400
. I
to prevent foreigj! _ Fire
, .—A large
_.o chest,
... ...............
.. house of iVjr#
in the
Mr. be m part doubtful, Messrs Raton and
300
U
1
jurisdiction wit*11“ i>enj. Jacobs, in Saco, was discovered to be Branch, not having been definitelv fixed up
200
12
! or criminal
fire, on the night of the 20th ult. It was ex on as members of it. It is reported that the
100
SO
Monday next aS tmgmshed without injuring thè room. There whole I ennessee Delegation waited on the
40
59had been no fire in the room where the chest General, and remonstrated, against the ap
iEL^re-commcnce her school, in this
was, from which
it vuuiu
could have
caugb.t ai
and it pointment of Mr. Eaton. A ridiculous story7
urv of Hollis,
v.i.ivu it
nave caugnt
20
468
Village, for the instruction of Young
Bradbury ol is, consequently,
*
- attributed
------ *.*'.*• to
.V the
..4^. desigi of is/Hznru at in some of the papers, and blunt
6
4446 •
“
o
f H be 3
some wnnJUa»®
ly told m others. It is, that Mrs. Eaton
worthless villain.
^90f Apr!1 next3
-diency ofinci’m
that Mrs. Calhoun would not call
TiaSiSTS §3-Halv_
es $1______
50—^
Quai
uar. .
A horse belonging to Major C. ot Saco, complained
DIED
—
In
this
toüviï,
a-child
of
M
ileses
heL whereupon the General declared
ters 75 cts.—Eighths 37 j cts—Just received
nL by, Snanies swam from OiCi
old orchard
Orchard Beach to Prout’s
Wesküt, aged 9 months.
ihtary C P
neck, a distance of 5 or 6 miles, e.a few days that he would raise Mrs. Eaton to a dignity, ooi1 ,be N'avy-Yard, in Washington, on the and for sale by
A few Bushels first quality RYE for sale
which should extort from Mrs. Calhoun, the
)ection-uieau“‘ «4nce9
DANIEL SHACKFORD. ZB.
for cash by
1-2(1 ult. Commodore Thomas Tingly
i homage of a call.-—Jkfess. Journal. ’
First Door East of Dr. Lillie’s Shop.
■ Commandant of that yard, aged 79 years. ’
GREENOUbH, BODWELL. & Co,
Kennebunk, March 7,1829.
Kennebunk, Feb. 27. 1829.

Pulmonary Consumption.

L

For Sale.

A

sooo

education,
WMRS. MURRAY,

. c o

RYE.-----------
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Pigs.—If there be any thing in which
perverseness is humorously provoking, it is
in the stubborn wrong headedness of a
thorough paced pig. He that drives a pig
I ought to be blest with even more patience
than Job, for surely none other could drive
one to market. Imagine yourself at a cross
road, with a whip in one hand, and a pig at
the extreme end of a long rope, for he will
have the whole length of Iris tether. If you
direct the headbf your charge, by directing
his tail due north, he looks towards the
road as if conscious that it led, to that “ undistinguishable bourne from whence no trav
eller returns,” he cannot oblige you, so turns
TO -—■------ -——
round and makes with all his legs for the
MAY thy lot. in life be happy,
south. If neither of these ways are agreea
Undisturb’d by thoughts of me,
ble, he has no objection to turning entirely
The God who shelters innocence,"
round and retracting his steps back to the
Thy guard and guide will be.
sty of his nativity ; and if you cannot decide
Thy heart will lose the chilling sense,
on this proposition immediately, he is polite
’ Of hopeless love at last.
enough to presist in waiting your leisure, and
And the sunshine of the future,
sticks to his point as immoveable as a rusted
Chase the shadows of the past.
weathercock ; at last he veers round and
round like the boxing hand of a compass to
I never wish to meet thee more,
all points, but keeps to none, neither making
Though I am still thy friend,
way forward, sideward, or backwards.—
I never wish to meet thee more,
Your patience now begins to fail and you
Since dearer ties must end ;
apply the whip in the most persuasive man
With worldly smiles and worldly words,
ner possible; he squeaks very penitently
I could not pass thee by,
and utters his shrill laments till all the pas
Nor turn from thee unfeelingly,
sengers stop their ears with their fingers,
The cold averted eye.
and housekeepers shut down their windows.
I could not bear to meet thee,
He seems to regret his incapacity to please
’Midst the thoughtless and the gay,
you, let him turn which ever way he will ;
I could not bear to view thee deck’d
but relaxes nothing of his perverseness. You
In fashion’s bright array,
then twist his thin and useless tail round your
And less could I endure to meet thee
thumb, till you have screwed it as tight as it
Pensive and alone,
I were in atournaquet, and endeavour* to urge
When through the trees, the evening breeze , him forward bv that last recourse of defeated
Breathes forth its cheerless moan.
j pig drivers. HE counter tenor squeaks are
only the more piercing and pathetic > but
For I have met thee ’midst the gay,
he is as undecidedly decided as ever as
And thought of none but thee ;
to the tenor of his way. And now, stunned
And I have seen thy bright array,
by his shrieks you lose his tail, and pull res
When it was worn for me.
olutely at therstring which keepshim prison
And often near the sunny waves,
er by the leg. He was at that moment ad
I’ve wander’d by thy side
vancing almost twice his own length on the
With joy that pass’d away as fast,
road we wished him to take, but that pull is
As sunshine from the tide.
construed a direct command to stand still,
and once more he is as “ fixed as monumen
I never wish to meet thee more,
tal-marble.” You ply the whip fill his sides
But think not I’ve been taught
look like a tally of the number of lashes he
By smiling foes to injure thee,
has received ; but he seems to think whip
By one unworthy thought.
ping an unmerited compliment. You pull
No—blest with some beloved one*
; the leg, twistthe tail, and flog the flank, for
From care and sorrow free,
half an hour longer ; he squeaks up and
May thy lot in life be happy,
down the whole compass of the chromatick
Undisturb’d by thoughts of me.
scale, till every note is run through, and
your head feels as if sharp swords were
thrusting through both ears. Meanwhile
the blackga'rd boys swarm around you like
THE BIBLE.
bees at a gathering—one volunteers a stick
It is stated in the English papers, that a with a nail in it, a second a stone, a third
very interesting discovery has been made in pushes his cap in the face of the charge ;
Persia of the Book of Jasher, mentioned in and the rest raise the exulting hallo, or keep
Joshua 10, which has been procured at a very up the roaring laugh, These insults put
great expense, having been preserved in that your pig on his mettle, and he either bolts in
country since the return of the Jews from
the Babylonish captivity. It is in this book between their legs promiscuously, and tum
them down one after another, or else,
where we shall find the particulars of com bles
manding the sun to stand still upon Gibeon. selecting some newly breeched urchin in
he flings the bread-and-butter
There are many interesting biblical dis particular,
muncher over his back into the mud. The
coveries yet to be made, and it is evident by
laugh louder than ever—seizing
that they will be made in Persia, for. the theZanders
porky perplexity by the hind legs, you
Jews, after their seventy years’ captivity, left
him over your shoulder, and sweat all
several of their sacred books in Persia, which flingway
to the market town, while your ten
no doubt were preserved by that portion of the
charge is making the street vocal with
their brethren who were content with the der
one long continued shriek.
administration of Cyrus, and preferred re
maining in Babylon ; in fact, the permission
From the Essex Register.
granted by that great monarch, and confirm
ed by Darius, permitting them to return to
MORAL LESSON.
their native land, wasjsp promptly accepted,
A lad who was somewhat inclined to be
that many religious works were left behind. diverted from his studies, and had taken sev
We have, at least, eight or ten books refer eral ferulings for his folly, resolved one day
red to in the bible : Book of the Acts of Solo that he would go and study where nothing
mon—Book of the Chronicle of the Kings of would divert him, and acordingly took his
Judah—Book of Samuel the Seer—Book of seat behind the barn. In the midst of the
Nathan the Prophet—Book of Gad the<Seer most intense application, he described near
-—The Visions of Iddo the Seer—Book of him a little animal of the musk tribe, and
Shemiah the Prophet-Book of Jehu.
immediately set out to have sport with him.
The recovery of these books would throw But the little saucy reptile assaulted him in
great light upon many important facts, and the best way he could, and absconded under
explain points upon which there exists the the barn, leaving the whole atmosphere
most contradictory opinions.
We shall strongly perfumed. The boy, who had nev
doubtless find many of the missing books’ in er seen such an animal before, perceived in a
Persia, and no place more likely than Ecba- moment that he should have to endure the
tana the ancient Shushan, the city in which ferule again, as the whole time to get his
the Jews enjoyed the greatest privileges af lesson had now elapsed. He hastened to
ter their escape from Haman ; and we trust, change his clothes, and appear in the place
that the book of Jasher may be followed by of recitation ; but, alas! the lesson was not
unremitting efforts to procure the others.
gotten. “Well,” said the teacher, “what
excuse now Curio ?” “ I have been learning
The Western Tiller contains a sensible and a moral lesson, sir, that has strongly infused
interesting paper on the population of the itself into every single shred of my body and
United States in reference to the approaching mind.” “ Ah,” said the teacher, “ I am glad if
census of 1830. The number of inhabitants anything can make an indelible impression.”
in 1790 was 3,816,456 and calculating from Boy, {aside,)—“ Indelible! I guess you would
this past ratio of increase, it will be at the have thought so, if you had smelt of me be
next census, 12,520,500, giving an increase fore I changed my clothes.” Teacher, “ But
within these periods of 8,604,044. From this what lesson is it you have been learning?”
estimate the following important facts are “ Why, sir, that there a’-e some animals one
deduced.
had better not meddle with.”
The population of the United States has in
40 years been tripled.
Here is calculation ip good earnest. The
The States which at that time have re author should certainly be Secretary of the
ceived the greatest accessions of numbers, Treasury under the new administration :
are, New-York, Ohio and Pennsylvania.
The fiains of this lower World.—There
That’ the middle and western non-slave
holding States, being, New-York, New-Jer are 10,000 School masters in New England,
sey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and Illi now in active employment. If each one
nois, have in the same space of time, multi should flog ten scholars this winter, there
plied their people more than five fold and would be 100,000 sore backs—and amount of
contain now more.than half the white inhab pain, when put- together, sufficient to kill
10,000 jackasses, will have been inflicted ;—
itants of the U. States.
That the southern slave holding states, be that is, one jackass to a school master. The
ing Maryland, Virginia, North-Carolina. shame felt on these capital occasions, in the
South-Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi and Aggregate, would amount to only one quar
Louisiana, have, in that period only doubled, ter per cent, on the ’»umber of scholars pun
and from nearly half are reduced to less than ished, and the stubbornness and desperation
caused by the punishments would be enough
one third of the whole population,
to sink the United States’ navy.
Bos. Palladium.
Lafayette.—A bust of Lafayette has been
recently presented to Congress, by some in
Psalm Tunes.— Kn Edinburgh paper
dividual whose name is not mentioned. It is
of fine white marble, and is the work ofP. J. states, that the popular air of “ Home, sweet
home,” is not an English composition, as is
David, of D’Angers, in France.
It is of a size larger than the life ; and generally supposed, but a Sicilian or a conti
exhibits a fine likeness of that distinguished nental air, used long ago as a hymn, It has
Apostle of Liberty. On the front is “ Au beer, recently adapted to a hymn, and sung in
General Lafayette and the name and resi one of the dissenting chapels in England.
dence of the Artist, with the year [1828] of
its execution—On the left side is an ipscrip*
Ai a wedding in Germany, many years
tion indented in the stone, in the following
since, while the company were playing “ hide
words :
“ Lafayette’s Speech in the House of Rep and go seek,” the bride concealed herself in
resentatives, Dec. IQ, 1824—What better the garret, in a chest which had one of these
pledge can be given of a persevering national spring-locks.—She was searched for in vain.
love of liberty, when those blessings are evi A long time after, the chest was opened and
her remains discovered, wrapped in the bri
dently the result of a virtuous resistance of dal
vestments.
oppression, and institutions founded on the
Rights of Man, and the republican principle
gf self government.”
An Irishman who acted as foreman of a
On the right side is the following •
jury in the Mayor’s court, Philadelphia,
“ Lafayette’s last words in his answer to stood up, after a case had been submitted to
the President’s farewell speech, Washing the jury and they had put their heads to
ton, Sept. 7, 1825-—“ God bless you, sir, air! gether awhile. Being asked if thev had
all who surround us. God bless the Amer:
■greedy Patrick answered “ yes;” and being
can People, and each of their States, and th
old to declare the verdict, replied “ Why
Federal Government. Accept this patrjotr ;!ase your honor, some say one thing and,
farewell of an overflowing heart; and sucl ■ ime say another; some say he stole it, and
will be its last throb when it ceases to beat,’ some say not.”

**

It appears from the following article in the i
Pittsburg Gazette, that the spinning -of flax |
is now performed there by machinery, driven
HE Subscriber would inform those per
by steam bower, on a large scale. The ed
sons indebted to him either by note or
itors say :—“ From the specimens we have
account that the following articles will be re
or Whitwell's original Opodeldoc
seen of the manufacture, and from the adap ceived in payment, if offered soon.
tion of the soil of this region to the produc
Cord Wood ; 2, 2^, 4 & 5 inch white IPOR Bruises, Sprains, Ivheumatism,
tion of flax, we cannot but anticipate most
Cram]), Numbness. Stiffness of the
important results from the improvement in & red oak Plank ; Ship TimberjTrun- Neck or Limbs, Chilblains, Chapped Hands,
troduced by Mr. Towne. We know not, in nels ; Corn ; Oats and Beans.
Stings of insects, Vegetable Poisons, or any
deed, what is to hinder flax from becoming
Those who neglect to settle and pay will external injury. Recommended by one of
as valuable to the Middle and Western receive the next call from an Attorney.
the first Physicians in the United States,
States, «s cotton is to the Southern.”
whose certificate as well as those of numer
WANTED.
—
50
M.
Pine
Bbl.
Balt. Am.
ous respectable individuals,accumpanv each
STAVES, and ¡0 M. White Oak or Yel bottle.
From the Pittsburg Gazette.
low Ash Bbl. HOOP POLES, for which a
CAUTIOjV.
FLAX & LINEN MANUFACTURERS. fair price will be given.
It is greatly to be deplored,that as soon as
i
WILLIAM
GOOCH.
The demand for flax created by the estab
any important inqirovement or discovery is
Wells, Feb. 5, 1829.
lishment of our enterprising fellow citizen,
made in Medicine, the community must beJohn Towne, it is hoped will excite the at
cheated, and the inventor, in a degree, de
All persons having unsettled prived
tention and stimulate the exertions of the
of his just reward, by a host of servile
farmers in the neighborhood, to the cultiva accounts with the late firm of WHEEL- imitators, (instigated by envy and self inter
tion and improvement of that interesting and WRIGHTkJ BOURJYE,ave requested to est) imposing their spurious compounds on
important staple production of our country. have them adjusted previous to the first of the public, as a substitute for the genuine
The machinery for spinning flax by steam April next. Such as remain unsettled at article, thereby lending to bring such im
power, is now in complete operation under that time will be left with an ¿Attorney for provements into disrepute, and even utter
the superintendance of Mr. William Sutliff, adjustment.
contempt. Such instances are so numerous,
to whose mechanical genius and industry,
JOHN WHEELWRIGHT, Jr.
that it is judged by njany that all deviations
we are indebted (through Mr. Towne’s pat
WILLIAM BOURNE.
from the common course are unimportant,
Wells, February 5, 1829.
ronage and capital,) forthis important branch
unless followed by a train of imitator's, coun
of manufactures, so long a desideration in this
terfeiters, & impostors. Therefore be sure
and other countries.
that you receive Whitwell’s Opodeldoc, or
The articles manufactured, viz : Drilling,
you may be most wretchedly imposed upon.
Table Cloths, Linen,- 8cc. are of a superior- 1. HE Subscriber has for Sale
Price 37h cents.
quality- The Damask Table Linen, noticed
07“VOLATILE AROMATIC SNUFF
10 tons JBAXsT HO,
in a late number of the Statesman, as manu
—For many years celebrated in cases of ca
factured by Mr. Hamilton Steuart, were which will be sold low for Cash, Eumber or tarrh,
head ache, dizziness, dimness of eye
JOSEPH STORER.
made of Cotton and Linen, and wove by Mr. Wood.
sight, drowsiness, lowness of spirits, hypoKennebunk, Feb. 7, 1829.
Thomas Brown, an ingenious workman from
condria, nervous weakness, &C.—it is most
near Edinburgh. Mr. Towne’s establish
fragrant and grateful to the smell, being,
ment will soon afford materials for the best
mpstly composed of roots and aromatic herbs.
quality.
It is absolutely necessary for all those who
HE Subscriber has on hand a feiv watch with or visit the sick. Price 50 centshhe
HUNDRED BUSHELS
“ Bad affair.—Miss Judith Toughenough,
and 25 cents.
a respectable maiden lady, in the town of
WHEAT & RYE,
T7’WHIT WELL’S BITTERS—A most
Tewkesbury, on Tuesday morning, in climb in good order, which he offers for
efficacious and wonderful cordial medicine,
Sale
.on
ing to a shelf in the cellar closet, for the reasonable terms.
for dyspepsia jaundice, sickness of the stom
purpose of examining the condition of her
ach, flatulence, want of appetite, &Jc- They
•.ALSO-.favorite plant, the Bachelor’s Button, and to
give atone to the solids, enrich the blood and
A
Farm,
containing
about
70
acres
of
good
ascertain whether it had survived the recent
invigorate the whole system. No tavern
land,
near
the
village
of
Sanford.
frosts, unfortunately made a false step, and
should be without them. Price 12^ cents a
ELISHA ALLEN.
was precipitated, head foremost into a barrel
paper.
Sanford,
Jan.
22,.
1829.
of soft soap, which had been carelessly left
For Sale bv S. L. OSBORN, Kennebunk,
uncovered. Her long absence caused some
agent for selling the same.
alarm, and the family, on searching for her,
July 26.
found her feet and’ ancles protruding from
DANIEL SHACKFORD,
the barrel, while not a particle of her body
could be seen. Her situation was truly pe
OULD inform the public that he
culiar. She was drawn forth, and in a few
has taken the Bake-House for
minutes discovered symptoms of life, by
merly occupied by Mr. O. Bartlett, where
hurling a pot-lid at the head of poor Susan, he intends carrying on
the cook, for leaving the barrel uncovered.
Boston Daily Advertiser.

NOTICE.

T

Rmbr&cuti&n

Wheat «fc Rye.
T

A CARD.

WEATOirs

W

OINTMENT

A New-York Dutchman tells a story of
his striking a man with his fist in a bar
room. The blow was so t^ymendous that
the man who was struck disappeared in an
instant, and not a trace of him was ever af
terwards seen, except a small grease spot on
the floor where he stood !

We learn that a friend at Washington
lately met Mr. Clay and addressed him in
the language of the Spanish Dons—“ May
you live a thousand years !”—Clay replied in
his u$ual bold manner, “ Thank ye Sir, but
as I am a man of Bargain, I’ll compromise
for half the timed’—Baltimore American.

Remedy for the Sick Headache.— Three
or four small lumps of citric acid, each about
the sise of a pea, dissolved in cold water and
dfank is said to be an effectual remedy for
this painful disease.
New method of drying wet Candles.—In a
village not far from Chester, a lady entered
her kitchen, and found the oven swimming
with grease. On asking the servant, a
Welsh girl, the cause, the Cambrian maid
answered with the greatest simplicity,
“ Look you, mistress, tlje candle was fall in
the water, and I was put her in the oven to
dry.”

FB.OBATE CTOTX0B.
At a'Court of Probate held at South-Ber■wicki ■within and for the County of York,
on the first Monday in February in the
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and
twenty-nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM A.
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
<OHN SMITH administrator of the estate of John Chadbourn, late of Ber
wick, in said county, deceased, having pre
sented his first account of administration of
the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
ORDERED—That the said-administrator
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
ing a copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk,'in said county,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
be held at Berwick, in said county, on the
first Monday in May next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be allowed.
Attest, V\Qm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Feb. 21.

NOTICE.'
HE Subscriber informs those that he has
open
with, that: sWiless they
are adjusted previous to the first of April, he
sliall be under the necessity of leaving them
with an attorney.
WILLIAM LORD.
Kennebunk, Feb. 19, 1829.

T

THE PERSON
HO took a valuable Whalebone
WHIP from our store on Thursday
last, through mistake or otherwise, is request
ed to return it.
PALMER & MILLER.
Kennebunk, Feb. 2Q, 1828.

W

WHEAT & FEOtm.
THE SUBSCRIBERS HAVE FOR SALE

Eshels: elemi WHEAT suitable for
Family’s use.
ALSQ^
Barrels good FLOUR manufactured from
the same as the above.
GREENOUGH, BODWELL, & Co.

vF

Wood! Wood!
.H.

FjgVlOSE of our patrons who intend pavmg for their papetit; in Wood, are re
quested to haul it immediately.
J. K. RE MICH.
Gazette Office, Feb. 7, 1829.

in all its various branches,—where he keeps
on hand a general assortment of BREAD,
which he offers for sale low for cash, country
produce or approved credit.—The least favor
gratefully acknowledged.

37 1-2

HEATON’S noted ITCH OINT
MENT, which has stood the test
against all other ointment, the price of
D. S. would inform his friends and which has been reduced from 50 to 37i
customers that he has received a prime lot of cents.

W

FLOUR,

...ALSO...

in barrels and half barrels which he will sell
at a very small advance for cash.
He also wishes to purchase a quantity of
dry Hemlock and Pine WOOD, or dry
Hemlock and Spruce FAGGOTS, for which
he will pay Bread and a fair price.
Kennebunk, Jan. 31.

Dr. Davenport's Billions Pills.

For the time these Pills have been offered
to the public, the sale of them has exceeded
the most sanguine expectations of the pro
prietor, which may be fairly considered an
acknowledgement of their many virtues.
They are very justly esteemed for their
mild and safe operation as a cathartic in all
cases where one is necessary—They are a
LL persons having any demands what safe, and sovereign remedy in all bill'ious fe
ever against the subscriber are hereby vers, pains in the head, stomach & bowels,
requested to present the same to him for ad

indigestion,
loss of appetite, dizziness, worms
justment and payment, without delay, as he is and billiouscholic—they are likewise an an
desirous of paying all his debts while living. tidote against infectious diseases, removing
JAMES CLEAVES.
obstructions of every kind by dissolving and
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 29, 1829.
discharging the morbid matter, helping di
gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a sure re<
lief for costive habits. They are so accom
HE subscriber requests all persons in modated to all seasons and hours, that they
debted to him either by Note or Ac may be taken in summer or winter, at any
count, to call, settle and pay the same prior
time of the day, without regard to diet or
to the first of March next.—All who neglect hindrance of business. Their operation is so
this Notice beyond the time specified may gentle and effectual, that by experience they
be assured, that their accountsand notes will are found to excel any other physic hereto
be lodged in the hands of an Attorney for fore offered to the public.
collection.
JOTHAM PERKINS.
The genuine are covered with a check
Kennebunk, January 22, 1829.
plate, with the design of the Good Samari
tan, and the agents name thereon.
—ALSO—
T Kennebunk-Landing, on the road be
Wheaton's
Jaundice Bitters,
tween the house of Capt. Adam McCullock and the store of G. & I. Lord, 2 gold
37 1-2
watch seals, 1 gold key, 1 do. ring and part
Davenporfs
Celebrated
Eye Water.
of a gold chain.
Any persob finding the above will be gen A fresh supply of the above is kept in Ken
erously rewarded on leaving them at the nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Wells by N. Mor
rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale and G. Coe—in
store of George & Ivory Lord.
Dover by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Drug
Kennebunk, Jan. 22, 1829,
gists in Portland and Boston, and by some
persons in the principal towns from Maine
to Georgia.
Oct. 1, 1825.
THE Subscribers having been appointed
eow.ly.
by the Hon. William A. Haves,
Judge of Probate for the County of York,
Commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of the creditors to the estate of
HIS inveterate disease which has so long
BENJAMIN COES,
. baffled the art of the most experienced
late of Kennebunk-Port, deceased, sail ma Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
ker, represented insolvent, and the term of remedy in
six months being allowed said creditors to
DR. LA GRANGE'S GENUINE.
bring in and prove their claims ; we there
fore give notice that we will attend that ser
vice at the Custom house room, in said KenFEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met
nebunk-port, on the last Saturday of this
month and the five succeeding months from with more reluctance by the Physician, and
none in which lie is so universally unsuc
one to six o’clock, P. M. on said days.
GEO. WHEELVVR1GH i , fCommis- cessful.
This Ointment has stood the ^est of expe
OLIVER BOURNE.
S sioners.
rience and justly obtained an unparalleled ce-„K
Kennebunk-Port, Jan. 14,1829,
lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs,
gives a healthy,action to the vessels of the
skin, and its original colour and smoothness.
Numerous recommendations might be ob
’W^iT’E the subscribers having been apV
pointed by the Hon. William A. tained of its superior efficacy, but’ the Pro
Hayes, Esq. Judge of Probate, &c. for the prietor chose that a fair trial should be
County af York, to receive and examine the its only commentator. It has in three or four
weeks, cured cases of fifteen and twenty years;
claims of creditors to the estate of
standing, that have resisted the power of ev
RUFUS NOWELL,
ery other remedy that could be devised.
late of York, deceased, represented insolv1
It not only at once gives immediate reliefin
ent,—do hereby give notice that six months
are allowed to said creditors to, bring in and balt-Rheurn, but cures Tinea CafiitisLovaprove their claims, and that we shall attend rrmnly called SC ALD HEAD);and all scabby
that service at the dwelling house of Joseph eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children.
liei’e isnothing of a mercurial nature
Frost, Esquire, in Eliot, on the last Mon
day in March and the last Monday in June contained in it, and it may be used on in
fants
and
under any other circumstances,
from one to six o’clock P. M. of said days.
Dated at Eiiot, the first day of January whatever.
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the follow
A. D. 1829.
*
ing agents.
JOSEPH FROST.
David Griflath, Portlan d; Delano Sc Whit
BENJAMIN ROGERS.
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill, Concord, N. IL
Putnam
Sc Blake, Saco, and JAMES K.
JUST PUBLISHED AND FOR SALE BY
REMICH, Kennebunk.
JAMES H.
%*Liberal discount to country dealers.
May, 1828.
eoply.
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A good assortment of Justice
Blanks for Sale at
Office.
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